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Computational study of self-trapped hole polarons in tetragonal BaTiO3
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We have used a quantum-chemical method developed for crystal calculations to investigate self-trapped hole
polarons in technologically important BaTiO3 perovskite-type crystal. The tetragonal structure of this material
is considered in the present work. The computations are carried out in a self-consistent-field manner using the
embedded molecular cluster model. The spatial configuration of a hole polaron and displacements of defect-
surrounding atoms are obtained and analyzed. The probability of spontaneous hole self-trapping in a perfect
crystal lattice is estimated by calculating the hole self-trapping energy as a difference of the atomic relaxation
energy and the hole localization energy. This value is found to be negative,20.87 eV, which demonstrates the
preference of the self-trapped polaron state compared to a free hole state in the valence band. The computed
polaron absorption energy, 0.4 eV is found to be in an excellent agreement with the available experimental data
and independent estimations of the polaron theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In spite of their simple crystallographic structur
perovskite-type crystals are fascinating materials having
portant optical and ferroelectric properties and a wide ra
of applications. In the 1940s Slater predicted1 that, due to
their simple perovskite-type structure, the main properties
BaTiO3 would be understood in the near future. Nowada
however, we have a better knowledge about only some o
physical properties, such as ferroelectricity and ph
transition,2–4 and this material still remains the focus of e
tensive study by both experimentalists and theoreticians.
reason for such an interest is the fact that the BaTiO3 crystal
has excellent photorefractive properties due to its la
electro-optic coefficients and high photorefractive sensit
ties. These features make BaTiO3 a promising material in a
number of important technological applications,5 including
self-pumped phase conjugation or holographic storage.6 It is
well known that photorefractive materials such as BaTi3
are sensitized, involving point defects.7 It was also discov-
ered that the photoconductivity of the BaTiO3 crystal does
not scale linearly with light intensity8 (sph;I x,x,1), and in
most cases this effect is caused by the presence of hole
the valence band.9

The present work is focused on the problem of the s
trapped hole~STH!, the so-called hole polaron or Jahn-Tell
~JT! hole polaron, occurrence in an otherwise pure BaT3
tetragonal lattice. Our computational study suggests
some of the experimentally observed shallow levels in
tetragonal BaTiO3 are related to the presence of the STH
JT hole, which could be trapped at regular O sites and
occur spontaneously in the BaTiO3 crystal under radiation
Our research is important, considering the tremendous eff
made by experimentalists toward the fundamental und
standing of the high-temperature superconductivity~HTSC!
in cuprates10 as well as colossal magnetoresistive~CMR!
manganites,11 which both have perovskite-type structure
The presence of JT polarons in the HTSC and CMR man
nites and their strong coupling to lattice vibrations are w
0163-1829/2002/65~13!/134304~6!/$20.00 65 1343
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known.12–14Another principal finding is that a fraction of th
holes in the CuO2 planes in the HTSC cuprates becom
localized.15 This could form charge- and spin-ordere
phases, which may compete with superconductivity in
cuprates.16 Thus the study of JT hole polarons in a tetragon
BaTiO3 crystal could contribute considerably to the fund
mental knowledge of perovskite oxides.

Since the discovery of hole polarons in pure alk
halides,17 they have been found in many ionic crystals, i
cluding alkaline-earth fluorides and crystals with KMgF3 and
PbFCl crystallographic structures, as well as in rare-
crystals.18–21 Theoretically, this kind of defect is wel
established.22 The problem that arises when one studies
STH polarons in the BaTiO3 crystal lies in the fact that they
cannot be monitored directly using the EPR technique du
the zero nuclear spin on regular O atoms.

The aim of this paper is to clarify whether it is likely tha
STH polarons occur spontaneously in the tetragonal phas
pure BaTiO3 , and, thereafter, to calculate both structural a
optical properties of this point defect. For this objective w
choose to use a quantum-chemical method modified for c
tal computations. The paper is structured as follows. In S
II we give details of the computational method and so
results of pure crystal bulk calculations. In Sec. III we d
cuss how to determine the spontaneous formation of the S
polarons. Sections IV and V contain results of the mic
scopic structures of JT polarons in the tetragonal BaT3
lattice as well as studies of the ground and excited states
a calculation of the absorption energy of this point defect.
Sec. VI we give our conclusions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND CRYSTAL
BULK PROPERTIES

The method used to solve the many-particle electron-
problem is based on the advanced version of the Hart
Fock theory modified for crystal calculations~CLUSTERD

computer code23!. Two different models are implemente
into the code:~i! the periodic large unit cell~LUC! model,24
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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which calculates both the electronic structure and the t
energy of the perfect crystal via molecular orbitals~MO’s! as
a linear combination of atomic orbitals~AO’s!, and ~ii ! the
embedded molecular cluster~EMC! model,25 which is also
based on a strict treatment of the total energy of the wh
crystal, accounting for the perturbation~polarization! that the
remaining crystal has on the EMC region, thus leading to
so-called quantum cluster approach. The method of calcu
ing the polarization of a crystal by a point defect is nothi
but a direct generalization of the usual static-lattice meth
suggested by Stoneham.26 This method is based on the fo
lowing points:~i! the ‘‘classic’’ ideas of the polarization ar
based on rigorous quantum consideration,~ii ! the classic re-
gion comprises only the rest of the crystal, and~iii ! an exact
consideration of nonlinear~higher-order! crystal response is
done, and a method to avoid a weak convergence of the B
series for the response function is developed. Although e
tronic polarization is not taken into account directly with
the EMC approach, the model applies the Tolpygo theory
polarizing shells27 for finding the wave function of the resi
due part of the crystal. Such an approach permits one
describe the polarization of the crystal residue reliably wit
the framework of polarizing shells, and to take into acco
exchange interaction between the EMC and the rest of
crystal. This advantage of the EMC model is especially i
portant for charged defect calculations, as in our case. In
present work we have used both models: the LUC mode
study the perfect crystal bulk properties, and the EMC
proach to calculate a hole and its possible trapping in
tetragonal crystalline lattice of barium titanate.

It is necessary to point out that our method has proved
be reliable in reproducing spatial and electronic structure
wide variety of crystals. Actually it was tested upon mo
than 30 crystals, including oxide crystals. For instance,
computer code gave satisfactory results on defect studie
complex oxides such asa-Al2O3 ,28–30 TiO2 ,31,32 and
WO3.33 In the last five years the current method was a
successfully applied to study perfect and defective pero
kites. Some examples include calculations of point defe
and a modeling of phase transition in the KNbO3 crystal,34,35

Nb doping in the KTaO3 crystal,36 studies of pure and defec
tive SrTiO3 crystals,37,38 and impurity doping in CaTiO3 cu-
bic and orthorhombic lattices.39 We also attempted to stud
free40 and impurity-trapped41 hole polarons in the cubic
phase of the BaTiO3 crystal, obtaining interesting outcome

A full account of the LUC framework is given in Refs. 2
and 24, while the parametrization scheme is described
detail in Ref. 42. The numerical parameters approxim
some one- and two-center integrals in the Hartree-F
theory, thus remarkably reducing the computational tim
and making available the investigation of complex syste
These numerical parameters also compensate for the ne
of all three- and four-center integrals according to the
called intermediate neglect of differential overlap appro
mation. Note that the method has so far reproduced surp
ingly well both available experimental data and the results
otherab initio calculations in many complex systems inclu
ing perovskite materials.34,36

In order to calculate the tetragonal BaTiO3 crystal we
13430
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have used an eight-times (23232) extended LUC. The re-
duced Brillouin zone~BZ! corresponding to the LUC is thu
eight times smaller than the BZ constructed for the primit
unit cell, and eachk point in the reduced BZ corresponds
a family of eight points of the full BZ. Therefore, one can b
sure that the eight-times-extended LUC reliably describes
band structure of the perfect barium titanate, since it sim
lates eightk points in the full BZ. However, in order to
justify our choice, charges in atoms and density of the sta
for eight-times-extended and 27-times (33333) extended
LUC’s were calculated, and it was found that their mag
tudes are practically equivalent. Additionally, the phonon f
quencies were calculated for the tetragonal BaTiO3 crystal,43

showing the reliability of the eight-times-extended LU
model. It is important to note that similar studies for differe
LUC sizes were carried out recently on the KNbO3 crystal,44

proving the sufficiency of the eight-times extension of
primitive unit cell for perovskite-type crystals. The nume
cal parameter sets for the Ba, O, and Ti atoms used in
present work were taken from Ref. 40. Their values are gi
in Tables I and II. The results of our quantum-chemical c
culations of the perfect BaTiO3 crystal are presented in Tabl
III. The obtained lattice constantsa54.01 Å and c
54.04 Å are in a good agreement with the experimen
values.45 The fully reproduced tetragonal structure of th
BaTiO3 crystal is shown in Fig. 1. The widths and compo
tions of the valence bands are also in accordance with
available experimental measurements.46 The upper valence
band is composed mainly of O 2p states, with a considerabl
admixture of Ti 3d states. This indicates a Ti 3d– O 2p hy-
bridization, and thus our model considers the so-called fe
electric instability as suggested in previous studies.2 We con-

TABLE I. Numerical parameter sets used in the present workz
~a.u.!, Eneg ~eV!, P0(e), andb ~eV!.

Atom AO z Eneg P0 b

Ba 6s 1.65 11.34 0.2 20.4
5p 2.8 30.6 2.0 24.0

4s 1.4 1.4 0.65 20.5
Ti 4p 1.1 210.0 0.04 20.5

3d 1.93 22.9 0.62 29.0

O 2s 2.27 4.5 1.974 216.0
2p 1.86 212.6 1.96 216.0

TABLE II. Numerical two-center parametersamB ~a.u.21! opti-
mized during the calculations; themth AO belongs to atomA,
whereAÞB.

A

B

Ba Ti O

Ba 0.20 0.52 0.33
Ti 0.11 0.13 0.10
O 0.52 0.36 0.15
4-2
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COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF SELF-TRAPPED HOLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 134304
sidered it essential to include Ba 5p states as the basis AO
within the valence basis set, since their overlap with AO’s
other atoms is not negligible. It is important to underline th
our method reproduced differences between the two pha
In particular, comparing with the DOS of the cubic phase38

the corresponding DOS for the tetragonal phase points to
considerable Ti 3d amount in the upper valence band and
2p states at the bottom of the conduction band. This imp
a hybridization effect between the Ti 3d and O 2p states,
which is required for the ferroelectricity phenomenon to o
cur in the titanates, as indicated in Refs. 47 and 48. It is a
important to analyze the effective charges of the atoms
both phases. The following charges were obtained:q(Ti)
52.65e, q(Ba)51.73e, and q(O)521.46e for the cubic
phase and q(Ti) 52.45e, q(Ba)51.73e, and q(O)5
21.36e for the tetragonal phase, respectively. As one c
see, we have considerably more covalent chemical bon
for the tetragonal phase in accordance with expectations
order to calculate the effective charges on atoms we h
used the so-called Lo¨wdin population analysis,49 which, in
our mind, is more precise when compared to the Mullik
method used to calculate static charges on atoms. In
Löwdin population analysis the effective charge on a giv
atom is obtained as

qA5ZA2(
a

~A!

(
i

niCai
2 , ~1!

where Cai are coefficients of the Lo¨wdin AO’s, ZA is the
number of valence electrons of atomA, andni are population
numbers of thei th MO.

TABLE III. Basic properties of a tetragonal BaTiO3 crystal ob-
tained computationally in comparison to the available experime
results:DEg , the width of the forbidden energy gap~in eV!; Ev1 ,
the upper valence-band-width~in eV!; Ev2 , the lower valence-
band-width~in eV!; a and c, lattice constants~in Å!; q(Ba), and
q(Ti), and q(O1,2), charges on the Ba, Ti and O atoms,~in e!,
respectively~see Fig. 1!.

Property Our results Expt. dataa

DEg 6.1b 3.2
Ev1 4.2 4.8
Ev2 3.2 2.8
a 4.01 3.99
c 4.05 4.03

q(Ba) 1.73
q(Ti) 2.45
q(O1) 21.359
q(O2) 21.358

aThe experimental values ofDEg , Ev1, andEv2 are taken from Ref.
46, the experimental values of lattice constantsa andc are taken
from Ref. 45.

bCalculated as a difference between the highest occupied and lo
unoccupied MO’s, i.e., only short-range correlation effects h
been taken into account through the computations while the lo
range effects are not included.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Prediction of the STH polaron creation

A hole is achargedintrinsic defect, and its simulation by
periodic models is problematic without the inclusion of som
compensating charge.50 That is why we chose to use th
EMC model25 with a cluster consisting of 135 atoms. Th
size of the@Ba27Ti27O81#

0 cluster was considered to be su
ficient to reproduce satisfactory the defective and the che
cal bonding of the BaTiO3 crystal. Also, by exploiting the
135-atom molecular cluster, we preserved the symmetry
the crystal, which was important to obtain reliable electro
band structure of defective cluster and to calculate pola
absorption energy.

In order to estimate the hole self-trapping energy one
to computeEloc andErel . A competition between the positiv
localization energyEloc and the negative relaxation energ
Erel is decisive to make a final conclusion about the possi
ity of finding stable polarons in a given crystal.

It was found that when a hole is inserted into a molecu
cluster, its spin density is mainly localized on one of the
atoms. For a one-site Wannier-type localized state of the h
one can use the Fowler estimate51 for Eloc , being equal to the
half-width of the upper valence band. However, this appro
mation is valid only for very diffuse and smooth energ
bands, which is not our case because we have a conside
admixture of Ti 3d states in the O 2p valence band. In othe
words, the ‘‘center of gravity’’ of the O 2p band is not lo-
cated at the exact middle of the band. According to Ref.
Eloc can be found using the expression

Eloc5«~h!1« j~k!1~Epol
1 1Epol

2 !, ~2!

where «(h) is the hole internal energy;« j (k) is the hole
energy in the free or delocalized state, whose value is
tained using the LUC method;Epol

1 andEpol
2 are two contri-

butions to the polarization energy discussed below. In or
to estimate the hole energy«(h), one can proceed in the
following manner. If a hole is localized on one atom, it
convenient to use Wannier functions, which lead to the f
lowing form of the hole wave function:

FIG. 1. Sketch of the tetragonal structure of a pure BaTi3

crystal.
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HENRY PINTO AND ARVIDS STASHANS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 134304
fh~r !5(
L j

ck j
~W!WL j~r !5W0 j~r !, ~3!

where the hole is considered in the zeroth cell (L50) of the
LUC in the valence bandj. We can denote«(h) as«w(h) in
order to describe the hole energy using the Wannier re
sentation, which gives us the following expression:

«~w!~h!52^W0 j uF f uW0 j&52« j
~W!~0! ~L50!, ~4!

HereF f is the Fock matrix of a pure crystal obtained by t
LUC computations. ForL50, it is known that

« j
~W!~L50!5

1

N (
j

« j~k!. ~5!

The second term in Eq.~5! is related to the DOS of the
energy bandj in the following manner:

1

N (
k

« j~k!5E
Band-width

«Nj~«!d«. ~6!

Consequently, if one compares Eqs.~4! and ~6!,

«~W!~h!52E
Band-width

«Nj~«!d«, ~7!

which means that the hole energy is the ‘‘center of gravi
of the valence bandj. Thus we have obtained forEloc

@«(h)1« j (k50)# a value of 2.01 eV. This value is calcu
lated in theG point (k50), because the upper valence ba
has its maximum just at this point.

In order to estimate the relaxation energy termErel we
made displacements to 38 atoms situated in the defec
region. It is necessary to bear in mind that before we re
these 38 atoms, we must optimize the geometry of the at
situated in the cluster boundary in order to minimize t
boundary effects.Erel was calculated as a difference of th
total energies of the molecular cluster in the relaxed a
unrelaxed states, giving a value of 2.88 eV, which is a ne
tive magnitude as explained above. Then using the sim
equation

DEST5Eloc1Erel , ~8!

we obtain20.87 eV as a value of the hole self-trapping~ST!
energy. SinceDEST,0, self-trapping is favored with respec
to a free delocalized hole state in the valence band, and
predict the spontaneous occurrence of polarons in the te
onal lattice of a pure barium titanate. It is important to me
tion that recently, using the so-called Fro¨hlich electron-
phonon interaction, the polaron self-trapping or bindi
energy was explicitly expressed53 through well-defined ex-
perimental values, i.e., lattice constants and dielectric c
stants. Using this independent estimate,DEST was found to
be equal to 0.842 eV,53 which practically matches our calcu
lated value.

B. Structural properties of a STH polaron

An analysis of the electron-spin-density distributio
shows that 76% of the hole spin is localized on the O~17!
13430
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atom~see Fig. 2!, while the remaining 24% are shared by th
defect-surrounding Ti and O atoms. The O~17! atom is situ-
ated practically in the middle of the cluster, and, taking in
account our initial relaxation of the cluster boundary atom
the artifact introduced by the boundary broken-bonds is
tally eliminated. In crystals such as BaTiO3 , the crystalline
lattice is quite rigid, and it seems that the strictness increa
when the temperature decreases. Due to this fact and
because of the partially covalent character of the Ti-O bo
ing along thê 001& direction, we performed two subseque
geometry relaxations. In the first stage we permitted 38
oms situated within a radius of 2.1 Å to move freely fro
their regular sites from the O~17! atom. Thereafter we al-
lowed 64 atoms in total to relax, including the abov
mentioned 38 atoms, and in this way we obtained the b
possible defect structural configuration. The automated
ometry optimization using the downhill simplex method
multidimensions54 was also used to achieve our goal.

Finally it was found that only 16 atoms have no
negligible displacement as can be seen from Table IV
Fig. 2, while the rest of the atoms in the defective regi
practically remain static, i.e., their displacements do not
ceed 0.01 Å. The oxygens in the defective region hav
non trivial relaxation if we compare their movements wi
the corresponding displacements in the cubic phase of
BaTiO3 crystal containing the STH.40 In the case of a tetrag
onal lattice we have two planes with four O atoms in ea
plane. In planeP1 ~Fig. 2! the O atoms undergo a rotation o
2.05° around the vertical̂001& axis, which passes throug
the O~17! atom @see Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#, without any radial
displacements toward the O~17! atom. On the other hand, th
O atoms that belong to planeP2 have a rotation of 1.83°
around thê001& direction, with an additional radial displace
ment toward the O~17! atom ~see Fig. 2!. We believe that
these peculiar rotations could be attributed mainly to the
called Jahn-Teller effect. This effect was already observe
studies of O2 holes associated with alkali acceptors in t
BaTiO3 crystal.55

FIG. 2. Atomic structure details of the hole polaron surround
region in the tetragonal lattice of the BaTiO3 crystal.~a! Differences
between the radial displacements of the O atoms belonging to
different planes,P1 andP2, respectively.~b! A view from the^001&
direction showing the rotation of oxygens in theP1 andP2 planes.
4-4
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It is important to stress that the LUC is elongated alo
the^001& direction, i.e., the produced dipole moment is alo
this direction. As follows from our output, it is possible
suggest that the defect enhances the electronic hybridiza
between thep-type AO of the O~9! and dz-type AO of the
Ti~15!, and thus augments the covalent character in
chemical bonding within the defective region. The mov
ments of the two defect-closest Ti atoms are outward fr
the O~17! atom @see Fig. 2~a!#. This is in accordance with
expectations, since the effective charge of the O~17! atom
becomes more positive with respect to the perfect cry
lattice. Another peculiar result is that the Ti~9! atom moves
five times more than the Ti~10! atom along thê001& direc-
tion. This can be explained by considering the perfect tetr
onal lattice symmetry. The hybridization between the O~15!
and Ti~9! atoms as well as between O~17! and Ti~10! atoms
is considerably stronger than between O~17! and Ti~9! atoms
due to the shorter interatomic distance. This leads to
observed asymmetry in the lattice relaxation. The mo
ments of the four Ba atoms are quite small@see Fig. 2~b!#,
and reflect the tiny role that Ba atoms play in the chemi
bonding of the crystal.

C. Optical properties of the polaron

The ground state of the hole polaron is composed of ei
the 2px or 2py AO’s of the O~17! atom ~there is no distinc-
tion between these two states!, and additionally has a con
siderable admixture ofp andd states of the Ti~9! and Ti~10!
atoms. This points to the interesting and rather rare fact
the STH in the BaTiO3 tetragonal lattice has two groun
states. The manner to calculate the excited state of the

TABLE IV. Atomic displacementsDr ~in Å! and rotational
anglesa ~in degrees! in the polaron-surrounding defective regio
obtained by the automated geometry optimization. A ‘‘2’’ sign de-
notes displacements of atoms outwards the defect situated on O~17!.
The rotation of bothP1 andP2 planes are in the same sense. T
atomic numeration corresponds to the one in Fig. 2.

Atom Dr a

P1 O~1! 0.110 12.051
O~2! 0.110
O~3! 0.110
O~4! 0.110

P2 O~5! 0.107 11.83
O~6! 0.107
O~7! 0.107
O~8! 0.107

Ti~9! 20.053
Ti~10! 20.013
Ba~11! 0.013 0.0
Ba~12! 0.013
Ba~13! 0.013
Ba~14! 0.013
O~15! 0.035
O~16! 0.012
13430
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laron is as follows: we take an electron from the occup
state in the upper valence band related to the O~17! atom,
and excite it to the unoccupied state of the hole loca
within the band gap. Then, according to the Frank-Cond
principle, the absorption energy is a difference between
self-consistent field~SCF! total energies of the cluster in it
ground and excited states the~DSCF method!. The excited
state of the hole polaron is made up of the 2pz AO of the
O~17! atom with some contribution of the 2py AO of the
O~17! atom as well as 4s and 3dz2 states of the Ti~9! and
Ti~10! atoms. Thus the calculated absorption energy is fou
to be equal to 0.4 eV. This result could be an indirect proof
the STH polaron presence in the tetragonal BaTiO3 crystal
when it is exposed to radiation. This suggestion follows fro
the agreement between our calculated value and a numb
experimental measurements5,8,56 of absorption energy mad
on the undoped tetragonal BaTiO3 crystal.

It is quite interesting to compare our results with tho
obtained previously,53 where the authors, applying the Fran
Condon principle, found an expression for the small Fro¨hlich
polaron absorption energynp in oxides,

np52gEp , ~9!

whereg is the electron-phonon coupling coefficient, andEp
is a value of the hole self-trapping energyDEST using our
notations. The magnitude of this coefficient depends stron
on the radius of the interaction.53 In the case of the Fro¨hlich
interaction it is known57 that the value ofg is between;0.2
and;0.4. So, if we use Eq.~9! and values of our calculate
self-trapping and absorption energies, the evaluation of thg
coefficient gives us 0.23, in very good agreement with
polaron theory. This remarkable result permits us to sugg
with more confidence that the presence of STH polarons
small polarons is associated with the JT effect in the p
tetragonal BaTiO3 crystal.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the present work we have studied the possibility
spontaneous STH occurrence in the tetragonal lattice of p
BaTiO3 . In order to solve the problem, we have modified f
crystals a quantum-chemical method based on the Hart
Fock theory. The main result achieved is that we predic
spontaneous occurrence of STH polarons localized on re
lar oxygen sites in the tetragonal lattice of barium titana
The ground state of this point defect is mainly due to the
2px state, with some contribution of the Ti 3d and 4p states.
In the excited state the hole is composed of an O 2pz state,
mainly with some admixture of the Ti 4s and 3dz2 states.
The rotations that undergo two oxygen planes,P1 andP2
~Fig. 2!, could be due to the Jahn-Teller effect. We supp
this conclusion by experimental measurements carried ou
O2 holes related with alkali acceptors in barium titana
Monitoring of the STH polarons is not possible by dire
EPR measurements, but some experimental data5,8,56 could
be understood better if one considers the possibility of S
occurrence in this material. Additionally, our study is in a
excellent agreement with other high-precision calculation53
4-5
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of polaron self-trapping energy in the BaTiO3 crystal using
the so-called Fro¨hlich electron-phonon interaction and th
polaron theory. The computed hole self-trapping ene
DEST520.87 eV and electron-phonon coupling coefficie
g50.23 agree very well with the polaron theor
calculations.53,57

Our present work, and other our group studies on a
doped SrTiO3 crystal58 and a Nb-doped BaTiO3 crystal,59
pt

l.

f-

ev

gh

A

ich

13430
y
t

-

imply the important role of charge carriers upon differe
properties of these crystals having a perovskite-type st
ture. Similar studies of charge carriers in the HTSC cupra
and CMR manganites,14,53,57based on polaron theory, arriv
at the same ideas. This allows us to draw a unified con
sion concerning deep similarities at the fundamental le
between the HTSC cuprates, titanates, and other cry
having a perovskite-type structure.
.
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